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Deter Malicious Tactics, Techniques, and
Procedures: MSPs using QGuard can provide a layer of
security to address ransomware attacks, key logging
malware, brute force, credential stuffing and
password spraying attacks.

Increase Security Without Losing Time: MSPs can
regularly rotate privileged, service, and local admin
accounts across multiple environments with ease,
using automations to accelerate manual processes
and one multi-tenant dashboard. Save time and
money on the managing your most important
accounts. 

Fulfill Compliance and Insurance Requirements:
Augment your security offering with a product that
supports best practices, such as zero standing
privilege and least privilege. MSPs also choose
CyberQP for its commitment to information security,
as a SOC 2 Type 2 certified company with a dedicated
Information Security team. 

As threat actors continue to compromise and abuse
credentials, MSPs face challenging new requirements
from cybersecurity insurance providers and compliance
frameworks to exercise control over privileged accounts
and customer identities. 

QGuard is a multi-tenant Privileged Access Management
product, purpose-built for MSPs. It enables MSPs to
manage privileged accounts and customer identities with
ease, and proactively address critical security gaps in
client IT infrastructure. 

QGuard’s robust feature set and security-
focused architecture make it the go-to PAM
solution for MSPs. Here’s why MSPs choose
CyberQP as a turnkey cybersecurity partner:

Just-in-Time (JIT) Technician Accounts: MSP
service managers can use QGuard to create
temporary admin accounts, set precise time
limits on privileged access, and customize JIT
account configurations by directory type. 

Automated Password Rotations: With QGuard,
MSPs can automatically identify and update
Windows Services and Scheduled Tasks without
any manual intervention.

Automated Privileged Account Discovery and
Documentation: By automatically identifying
overlooked or forgotten privileged accounts
with QGuard, MSPs can achieve enhanced
visibility and reduce the risk of unauthorized
access. QGuard also automatically logs changes
to privileged accounts, supporting compliance
and auditing requirements. 

Technician Vault: While QGuard can write back
to the password vault of your choice, it comes
packaged with a security-first password vault.
This aligns with the best practice of separating
privileged credentials from IT documentation.
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